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EULOGY OF THE CITY
OF BARCELONA

“Visca Catalunya” [Long live Catalonia], Picasso, 28 Feb-
ruary 1939.

Written in a dedication to Jaume Sabartés on a page from
“Sueño y mentira de Franco” [Dream and Lie of Franco].

When death entered the city these two words formed the
most valued eulogy of the many that have been bestowed
on Barcelona. 

Because Barcelona is Catalonia. “Barcelone n’est pas l’Espagne.
Barcelone est la Catalogne...” [Barcelona is not Spain.
Barcelona is Catalonia...] wrote Romain Rolland in a let-
ter written in the city dated 12 March 1907. This great French
humanist accorded the City of Barcelona “the Greek-Latin
value of a State or constitutive political entity”. Joan
Corominas developed that concept in his “Complementary
Etymological Dictionary of the Catalan Language” (vol. II,
p. 719). The following quote is from a poem by Marius Tor-
res as a testimony to the bombed city (1938): 

“Ara que el braç potent de les Fúries aterra/ la “Ciutat”
d’Ideals que volíem bastir:/ Catalunya, no temis el flagell
de la guerra:/ poble que com tu lluita, no sabria morir”. 

[Now the strong arm of the Furiae has landed/ on the
“City” of Ideals we want to build:/ Catalonia, fear not the
scourge of the war:/ a people that fights like you knows
not how to die]. It is for reasons of cultural appreciation,
above all, that Romain Rolland offers his eulogy to
Barcelona: “Et la Catalogne est bien un peuple, un peuple
fort, intelligent, vivant. Quelle vie dans Barcelone... C’est
une vie materielle qui se traduït par la richesse... C’est une
vie politique... qui s’ exprime par l’effervescence de ces
derniers jours d’elections, le mouvement passionné pour
obtenir l’independence de la Catalogne...” [“And Catalo-
nia is a people in itself; a strong, intelligent and living peo-
ple. What a life in Barcelona... It is a material life translat-
ed as wealth... It is a political life... expressed by the effer-
vescence of these recent days of elections, the movement
impassioned to achieve independence for Catalonia...”].

Picasso began “Sueño y mentira de Franco” on 8 January
1937 as a cariacature of the general. It was made up of
nine vignettes printed on a single sheet and was intended
to be sold as postcards for the Republican cause. Picasso
represented Franco in the grotesque figure of King Ubu.
On 28 April 1937 Franco’s allied destroyed the town of
Guernica. Picasso would describe the chaos and destruc-
tion in a huge painting which would become a universal
expression of the impact on public consciousness.

Also for January 1937 the government of the Spanish
Republic had commissioned a work by Picasso for its
pavilion at the International Exhibition and Picasso had
accepted. The work he presented was Guernica. It had no
name, no date and no signature. It was not a political
statement. It was a monument to Silence. The suffering,
horror and incomprehension drown out the screams. The
human and animals faces look to the sky more that at the
aircraft. It is the eternal enigma of absurd, omnipotent evil
and the silence of the sky. 

Picasso included a sheet in the “Sueño...” folder with the
screams of Guernica: “gritos de niños, gritos de mujeres,
gritos de pájaros, gritos de flores, gritos de maderas y de
piedras, gritos de ladrillos, gritos de muebles, de cazuelas,
gr itos de olores...” [screams of children, screams of
women, screams of birds, screams of flowers, screams of
wood and stones, screams of bricks, screams of furniture,
cooking pans, screams of smells...]

At the same time as he was finishing Guernica, Picasso
also made the second half of “Sueño y Mentira de Franco”,
but this time it was a tragic figure. The grotesque became
the sanguine character of reality. He designed a folder to
contain both print and a facsimile of the manuscript. Fol-
lowing numerous versions and variations on “Guernica” it
finally took form on 4 June 1937 and the “Sueño...” was
completed three days later.

This transcendental link between the two works is impor-
tant for capturing Picasso’s frame of mind and intention in
choosing a sheet from “Sueño...” to express the feeling of
the time to his friend in Barcelona. 

It is because the executioner of Guernica entered Barcelona
that Picasso cried “Visca Catalunya” and it is because it is

written on the sheet of “Sueño...” that “Visca Catalunya”
also means “Long live Guernica”, “Long live Euskadi”,
“Long live the Spain of Lorca”. You love out of solidarity,
Picasso said to Paul Eluard, the poet of “La Victoire de Guer-
nica” and “Liberté”. 

The copy on which Picasso write his famous dedication
did not appear in the collection that Sabartés offered to
the city of Barcelona and which would be used to found
the Picasso Museum. 

It was Picasso’s deliberate intention to use the Catalan lan-
guage to express his identification with Catalonia in a ded-
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ication that began in Spanish and was dated in French,
because he was in Paris at the time. Any dictator obsessed
with taking away the roots of a people will begin with its
language. Fines, exile, imprisonment and executions. “A
language is the greatest act of civilisation” (Claude Lévy-
Strauss). It is as much words as food that enable human
creatures to create and shape a people. Visca Catalunya
simple means “Catalonia will live on”. Saving the language
means saving Catalonia; the use of Catalan is the nucleus of
resistance. Picasso did his part by contributing to Catalan
editions printed in Paris by Ferran Canyameres and the
sculptor Joan Rebull, Raventós’s “Dos contes” illustrated
with four burin-made engravings. The Raventós brothers,
Cinto and Ramon, two of Picasso’s first great friends (since
the end of the 19th century), especially Ramon, told him
about their passion for Greece. To thank them, and despite
the dangers of the German occupation, Picasso went every
day to the National Library in Paris to copy “Dos Contes”
since he had been unable to find another copy anywhere. 

News of the destruction of Guernica, which Europe did
not understand, did not stay in Barcelona but crossed the
Pyrenees and filled the whole of Europe. “La funeste pru-
dence de nos gouvernements sacrifie l’avenir au répit
trompeur d’aujourd’hui”, wrote  Romain Rolland in
1936. [“The dire caution of our governments is sacrificing
the future for the deceptive calm of today”].

Barcelona suffered numerous attacks. Of the 250 prints
from the 17th and 18th century which appear in the
Atlas, over 200 relate to episodes of war, or are taken from
military works. 

“The inhabitants of Barcelona are so used to street-fight-
ing...” George Orwell. Homage to Catalonia. “So many
hands joined by friendship have been sundered to the
grave...”. Catalans are very familiar with Seneca’s com-
plaint. But the 1939 tragedy was the greatest devastation
suffered by Barcelona since 11 September 1714.  

And yet, “quelle vie a Barcelone!” This affirmation can be-
come a question: what is life really like in Barcelona? Ro-
main Rolland was surprised at “the invasion of French cul-
ture” he found in Barcelona: “Hugo, Balzac... Rochefoucould’s
maxims in all the newsstands...”.

Today it is architecture, Catalan modernism and design…
debatable stereotypes since architectural and urban mar-
vels are now to be found worldwide. In fact the true mar-
vel would be to rediscover “the musical silence of things”
that Lorca found in beautiful, peaceful places. It is not pre-
cisely the culture or the silence or the taste of the harmo-
ny that interests the agencies that have sold to the world
an agitated and, frankly, false Barcelona. 

Dante warned that the agitations of a city can be the
movements that cause a suffering body to try to change
position. Beneath the alleged agitation of Barcelona lies
the suffering from an old and uncured wound that is,
above all, an ancient utopia, beautiful and steadfast, pacific,
irreducible; with a grandeur like that of Montserrat. 

The artists who introduced the Mountain of Montserrat
into their engravings of Barcelona, although in fact they
are thirty kilometres distant from one another, could not
have foreseen when they did so how well they had cap-
tured in graphic form the reality of a people.

“Every man, to find peace, must have his own inner
Montserrat,” (Goethe).

Utopia of freedom and peace; “the melody of peace comes
from the spirit of my people” said Pau Casals to the UN
on 4 October 1971. It is not a bucolic peace but a consti-
tutive one. Catalonia was the nation that invented agree-
ment. “The Consulate of the Sea” (1484) which founded
the bases for understanding in the Mediterranean, follow-
ing a long tradition of political decision taken by the peo-
ple to resolve conflicts using words. Agreement quashed
the war, the false necessity for war. The extraordinary insti-
gation of the Truce – the Peace and Truce of God in
Toluges in 1027; Olèrdola, 1108; Cerdanya, 1118; Cervera,
1202; and especially Girona 1068. But above all in
Barcelona in 1064 with the Usages of Barcelona which
form the basis of the Catalan Constitutions. 

The Truce which set out with the obligation of prevent-
ing combat on one or two days a week (especially Sun-
day) was in fact the start of a pacification and the imposi-
tion of negotiation. Negotiation, discussion and dialogue
were the foundations of the Catalan character which was
so clearly represented politically by the Consell de Cent

or Council of One Hundred. It is from there that the
Catalan expression “parlem-ne” or ‘let’s talk about it’ is of
the essence. Problems?  Parlem-ne!

Such a wealth of wisdom from a profound popular cul-
ture, a love of tolerance and loyalty to its origins has led
the Catalan people to believe that “No liberty cut short
can lead to infinite liberty”; “No defeat is final for a Peo-
ple that sings the Eleventh of September”: an English
translation of the beautiful proverb written by Ramon
Llull at the end of the 13th century, and one that would
be sealed by Picasso on 28 February 1939. 

Dionisio Jeronimo de Jorba, Descripción de las Excel.lencias de la muy insigne ciu-
dad de Barcelona, 1589.


